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I. PoLITIcs anD PoLarIZaTIon
The election in 2004 left our country deeply divided over whether the 
country is deeply divided.� For some, america has become a politically 
polarized nation composed of people who detest George Bush and others 
who detest John Kerry, a split that in their view began even earlier, perhaps 
with the arguments over Bill clinton in the 1990s, and that will continue 
well into the future as angry liberals confront equally angry conservatives. 
For others, however, most of the american people are moderate centrists 
who, though almost equally divided over some issues in 2004, harbor no 
deep partisan feelings.

By “polarized” I do not mean that americans disagree about politics. 
That has always been the case. since popular voting for the presidency be-
gan early in the nineteenth century, scarcely any winning candidate has re-
ceived more than 60 percent of the vote, and very few losers have received 
less than 40 percent. Inevitably, americans disagree about who should be 
in the White House.

By polarization I mean an intense commitment to a candidate, culture, 
or ideology that sets one group apart from people in a rival group. That 
commitment is revealed when a losing candidate is regarded not simply as 
wrong but as corrupt or wicked, when one culture is regarded as morally 
superior to every other one, or when one set of political beliefs is thought 
to be entirely correct and a rival set wholly wrong.

Polarization so defined was first used by richard Hofstadter in his 
book The Paranoid style in american Politics.� He meant not just parti-
sanship or disagreement, but a belief that the other side was managed by 
a secret conspiracy that seemed to use devious means to obtain complete 
control. Today, that view might take these forms: “Liberals are controlled 
by a media elite, university professors, and Hollywood stars who wish to 
enforce a radically secular culture.” or, “conservatives are run by the reli-
gious right and by big corporations who with their hired neocon advisers 
wanted to invade Iraq to get oil.”

From 2004 Back to 1800
Polarization is not new to this country. It is hard to imagine a nation 
more divided than it was in 1800, when pro-British, procommerce new 

1. I am grateful for the research assistance of Bryan o’Keefe and Karlyn Bowman and for 
the comments of Peter B. clark and Professors morton Keller and John Zaller.

2. Hofstadter, Paranoid style (chicago: university of chicago Press, 1965).
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 englanders supported John adams and pro-French, proagriculture south-
erners supported Thomas Jefferson. The passage of the alien and sedition 
acts in 1798 was one measure of this hostility; another was that in 1800, as 
in 2000, an extremely close election was settled by a struggle in one state 
(new York in 1800, Florida in 2000). The choice between abraham Lin-
coln and George mcclelland in 1864 symbolized another divided nation, 
this time over the conduct of the civil War.

But in recent years the nation has not been so polarized. People 
 disagreed over whether the presidency should go to Harry Truman or 
Thomas Dewey, Dwight eisenhower or adlai stevenson, John F. Kennedy 
or richard nixon, or nixon and Hubert Humphrey, but there was rather 
little venom directed at these rivals. In most elections between 1948 and 
(roughly) 1996, the data do not indicate that our people, though divided, 
detested one candidate or the people who supported him.

now I think they do. Today, some people have said that they would 
move to canada if George W. Bush won. much of the press regularly por-
trays him as a dimwit. a former vice presidential candidate said that Bush 
had “betrayed” america by planning a war designed to benefit friends and 
supporters. a senior Democratic senator called the Bush administration 
a series of “lies, lies, and more lies” that planned a “mindless, needless, 
senseless, and reckless” war that amounted to a “fraud.”� You do not hear 
as much about popular dislike of senator John Kerry (and before him of 
President Bill clinton), but that is because you do not live in arkansas or 
Texas where many of my relatives live and where the new York times is not 
read. In these places, Kerry is regarded as a scoundrel.�

In early 2005, President Bush’s approval rating was 94 percent among 
republicans and only 18 percent among Democrats, the largest gap in the 
history of the Gallup Poll. In the 2004 presidential election, less than one-
third of the voters said they had voted for Bush because they wanted to 
defeat Kerry, but more than two-thirds said they voted for Kerry because 
they wanted to defeat Bush.� many voters, mostly Democratic ones, said 

3. These phrases quoted in stephen Hayward, “Gore Goes Gaga,” Weekly standard, au-
gust 18, 2003; associated Press, “Gore says america ‘Betrayed’ by Bush,” usa today, Febru-
ary 8, 2004; sen. edward Kennedy quoted on http://www.commondreams.org, october 16, 
2003; and associated Press, “Kennedy says Iraq War case a ‘Fraud,’” september 18, 2003.

4. some anti-Kerry rhetoric includes claims that he is “brain dead” (http://www.rush 
limbaugh.com), that he is guilty of “pansy pacificism” (http://www.bushcountry.org), and 
that he should be charged with “treason” for having given “aid and comfort” to our enemies 
(http://www.patriotpetitions.us/kerry/).

5. William schneider, “The Permanent negative campaign,” national Journal, march 5, 
2005, 724; cnn election Poll, november 7, 2004.
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that Bush personally was the source of their ballot choice. In this regard, 
they are much like europeans, who are more hostile to President Bush 
than to the united states as a whole.

a fair summary of the attitudes that some of us have toward some 
of the rest of us was stated by Dr. David Barry, a distinguished scholar 
whose inability to obtain tenure forced him to become a columnist for the 
miami herald. red-state residents, he wrote, are “ignorant racist fascist 
knuckle-dragging nascar-obsessed cousin-marrying road-kill-eating 
tobacco-juice-dribbling gun-fondling religious fanatic rednecks,” whereas 
Blue-state residents are “godless unpatriotic pierced-nose Volvo-driving 
France-loving leftwing communist latte-sucking tofu-chomping holistic-
wacko neurotic vegan weenie perverts.” so there, in detached scholarly 
language, you have it.

I am aware that many scholars disagree with that view. To them, polar-
ization is almost entirely confined to a small number of political elites and 
to members of congress. Indeed, some have suggested that as congress 
has become more polarized, the voters have increasingly turned against 
it because it is “too partisan.”� apparently, voters want something akin to 
nonpartisan politics, which is about like wanting churches without reli-
gion.

Professor morris Fiorina has published a book the subtitle of which—
The myth of a Polarized america—clearly states its theme. He argues that 
the policy differences between voters in red and Blue states are small 
and that on issues such as abortion and homosexuality most voters think 
pretty much alike.� much as I admire Fiorina, I take exception to some of 
his generalizations. First, polarization does not refer to red (Bush) and 
Blue (Gore and Kerry) states. many of these states voted only narrowly for 
one candidate or the other and internally are deeply divided between lib-
eral and conservative areas. Inferring the views of individual citizens from 
generalizations about opinion in states is a questionable procedure.

second, we are very deeply divided about abortion, but that split is not 
captured by Fiorina’s data. He examines public opinion to see which of 
six positions might, to the respondent, justify an abortion: the woman’s 
health is endangered, she became pregnant because of a rape, there is a 

6. John r. Hibbing and elizabeth Theiss-morse, congress as Public Enemy (new York: 
cambridge university Press, 1995); Gary c. Jacobson, “Party Polarization in national Politics: 
The electoral connection,” in Polarized Politics, edited by Jon r. Bond and richard Fleisher 
(Washington, D.c.: cQ Press, 2000), 9–30.

7. Fiorina, culture War? (new York: Pearson Longman, 2005).
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strong chance of a fetal defect, the family has a low income, the woman 
is not married, or the woman simply wants no more children. The data 
he uses find that since roe v. Wade, the degree to which people accept 
one of these reasons has not changed. I am not surprised, but I wish to 
point out that only about 40 percent of all americans will support abor-
tion for any of the last three reasons (low income, unmarried, or wants no 
more children), whereas more than 80 percent will support it for one of 
the first three reasons (health risk, rape, or fetal defect). To me, that is a 
deeply divided nation: almost everyone supports abortion after a disaster 
afflicts the mother, but less than half do so if it is a matter simply of the 
mother’s preferences. That division—a profoundly important one—has 
not changed for forty years. The differences among people on this issue 
affect how they vote. In 2000 and again in 2004, 70 percent of those who 
thought abortion should always be legal voted for al Gore or John Kerry, 
whereas more than 70 percent of those who thought it should always be 
illegal voted for George Bush.�

and the division is even greater on some issues other than abortion. In 
mid-2005, here were the divisions between Democrats and republicans 
about some key questions:

Invading Iraq was the right thing to do:
Democrats 22 percent
republicans 78 percent

Things in Iraq are going reasonably well:
Democrats 20 percent
republicans 69 percent

It is all right to have a baby outside of marriage:
Democrats 63 percent
republicans 42 percent

support for stem cell research:
Democrats 72 percent
republicans 49 percent�

These data create two questions: first, what may explain the growth of 
political polarization, and, second, why has polarization spread beyond 
political elites into the opinions of many ordinary americans? I suspect 
that the answer to the first question can be found in the changing politics 

8. Ibid., 37; cnn exit Poll, 2000; national election Pool exit Poll, 2004.
9. cBs/new York times; Gallup Poll (both in 2005).
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of congress, the new competitiveness of the mass media, and the rise of 
new interest groups, and the answer to the second in part in the increasing 
numbers of individuals obtaining higher education.

congress
no one, I think, denies that congress is polarized. When the House voted 
in 1998 to impeach President clinton, all but four republicans voted for 
at least one impeachment article, and only five Democrats voted for even 
one of them. In the senate, every Democrat voted for acquittal, and 91 
percent of the republicans voted to convict on at least one article.�0

The impeachment issue was not an isolated case. In 1993 President 
clinton’s budget passed the House and senate without a single republi-
can vote for it in either chamber. This deep party split also occurred over 
taxes (in the senate, Vice President Gore had to cast the deciding vote) 
and supplemental appropriations. since 1950 there has been a steady in-
crease in the percentage of votes in congress that pit a majority of Demo-
crats against a majority of republicans.��

Political parties in congress were once coalitions of dissimilar forces: 
liberal northern Democrats and conservative southern ones, liberal coastal 
republicans and conservative midwestern ones. no more; the realign-
ment of the south (it is overwhelmingly republican) and new england 
(it is strongly Democratic) has all but eliminated legislators who deviate 
from each party’s leadership. conservative Democrats and liberal repub-
licans are endangered species now approaching extinction.

If you measure the ideological orientation of members of the House, 
you learn that whereas in the 1970s there was a large overlap between 
Democrats and republicans, today that congruence has almost disap-
peared. By the late 1990s virtually every Democrat was more liberal than 
virtually every republican.��

The result was not only intense partisanship but also a sharp increase 
in congressional incivility. In 1995 a republican-controlled senate passed 
a budget that President clinton vetoed. Because of the standoff, many 

10. Jacobson, “Party Polarization in national Politics,” 9–30.
11. Harold W. stanley and richard G. niemi, vital statistics on american Politics, 2003–

2004 (Washington, D.c.: cQ Press, 2003), 215, 217. see also Keith T. Poole and Howard 
rosenthal, congress: a Political-Economic history of roll call voting (new York: oxford uni-
versity Press, 1997), 7–10, 46, 129.

12. Jacobson, “Party Polarization,” 12–13. see also David c. King, “congress, Polariza-
tion, and Fidelity to the median Voter,” unpublished paper, J. F. Kennedy school of Govern-
ment, Harvard university, 22.
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federal agencies had to shut down, a move that backfired on the repub-
licans.

no one who listens to congressional debates can doubt that heated 
words are frequently exchanged, but the only real measure of the extent 
of incivility is the number of times that a representative’s words are either 
ruled to be out of order or are “taken down,” that is, written by the clerk 
and then read aloud to the House with the offending member being asked 
if he or she wishes to withdraw them. From 1953 to the early 1990s, hardly 
any words were ruled out of order or were taken down, but between 1995 
and 1997 there was a sharp upward turn in both measures.��

But incivility, like partisan polarization, is not new to congress. In the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, members of congress not only made 
the most scandalous remarks about one another but also on occasion hit 
their rivals with canes or fists. and polarization was often intense, as when 
the congress was deeply divided before the civil War about slavery and 
after that war about reconstruction.

one is tempted to suggest that congressional polarization is aided by 
districting arrangements that make each House seat safe for either a Dem-
ocratic or a republican incumbent. If only these seats were truly com-
petitive, one might argue, then more centrist legislators would be elected. 
That seems plausible, but David c. King has shown that it is wrong: in the 
House, the more competitive the district, the more extreme the views of 
the winner. This odd result apparently is the consequence of party activists 
dominating the nomination process in party primaries. In those primary 
races, turnout is low (and apparently getting lower), so ideologically moti-
vated activists tend to have a lot of influence.��

mass media
The mass media are increasingly polarized. The public not only believes 
this but also acts on that belief. Far fewer people now subscribe to news-
papers or watch the network evening news. some of this decline may be 
explained by the public’s preference for entertainment over news, but 
some, I think, reflects the growing belief that the press does not gener-
ally tell the truth, or at least all of it. Part of this suspicion that the media 
are more biased comes, as I shall point out, from an increase in business 
competition. and some of it comes from the sharper antagonism among 

13. Katherine Hall Jamieson and erika Falk, “continuity and change in civility in the 
House,” in Polarized Politics, edited by Bond and Fleisher, 106.

14. King, “congress, Polarization, and Fidelity,” 26–34.
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political leaders and their associated advisers. as one journalist put it, “We 
don’t deal in facts, but in attributed opinions”—or these days, unattrib-
uted opinions. and those opinions are more intensely competitive than 
once was the case.

supplying those opinions has become a big business. In the 1950s, tele-
vision news was a brief and not very profitable venture by three networks. 
The Huntley-Brinkley news programs lasted thirty minutes; for the rest of 
the time, the tube supplied us with westerns and situation comedies. To-
day, television news is a vast, growing, and very profitable venture by many 
broadcast and cable outlets that supply news for us twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week.

That news is not only more omnipresent but also more adversarial. 
When there were only three television networks and radio stations were 
forbidden by the Fairness Doctrine from broadcasting controversial 
views, the media gravitated toward the middle of the ideological spectrum 
where the large markets could be found. But technology has created cable 
news and the Internet, and the Fairness Doctrine has, by and large, been 
repealed, so now many media outlets find their markets at the ideological 
extremes. The media, like congress, have business as well as ideological 
reasons for contributing to polarization. Broadcasters are eager for stories 
to fill up their round-the-clock schedules and reluctant to trust the gov-
ernment as a source for those stories. many media outlets are clearly liberal 
in their orientation; with the arrival of Fox news and the growth of talk 
radio, many are just as clearly conservative.��

The evidence that the media display a political bias is very strong. The 
major broadcast networks and the many big-city newspapers are liberal;�� 
Fox news and most radio talk shows are avowedly conservative. The cen-
ter for media and Public affairs (cmPa) has been systematically studying 
television broadcasts for a quarter century. In the 2004 election campaign, 
John Kerry got more favorable mentions than any presidential candidate 
in cmPa’s history, especially during october. This is not new. since 1980, 

15. The conservatism of most radio talk show hosts is explained in William G. mayer, 
“Why Talk radio Is conservative,” Public Interest, no. 156 (summer 2004): 86–103.

16. The studies supporting this contention include s. robert Lichter, stanley rothman, 
and Linda s. Lichter, The media Elite (Bethesda, md.: adler and adler, 1986); stanley roth-
man and amy Black, “elites revisited: american social and Political Leadership in the 1990s,” 
International Journal of Public opinion research 11 (1999): 169–95; John r. Lott Jr. and Kevin 
a. Hassett, “Is newspaper coverage of economic events Biased?” unpublished paper, ameri-
can enterprise Institute (september 1, 2004); and Tim Groseclose and Jeff mylo, “a mea-
sure of media Bias,” unpublished paper, Department of Political science, ucLa (september 
2003).
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the Democratic candidate has received more favorable mentions than the 
republican one in four races (those with Kerry, clinton, and mondale), 
whereas the republican candidate has received better press in one contest 
(the 1988 race involving George H. W. Bush). The one exception was Fox 
news: it was much more critical of Kerry than of Bush. a clear political 
orientation exists among weekly newsmagazines such as time and news-
week.��

Talk radio is listened to by about one-sixth of the adult public, and 
these people are mostly conservatives. national Public radio (nPr) has 
an audience of about the same size, and its members are disproportion-
ately liberal.�� and within these broad groups, particular programs are 
especially distinctive. nearly three-fourths of those who listen to rush 
Limbaugh and more than half of those who watch the o’reilly factor are 
conservative.�� Those who watch cnn or cBs or listen to nPr are more 
likely to be Democrats than republicans.�0

The people who watch cable news have become more polarized in the 
past four years. In 2000 about the same percentage of Democrats and re-
publicans watched Fox news; by 2004, the percentage who were republi-
can had doubled, whereas the percentage who were Democratic remained 
unchanged. Democrats and republicans disagree over the credibility of 
various news outlets. Twice as many Democrats as republicans believe all 
or most of what they hear from aBc, cBs, nBc, national Public radio, 
and the new York times, while more republicans than Democrats believe 
what they see on Fox news. (The news outlet that has essentially no parti-
san differences in credibility is csPan.)��

The Internet has become an important source of news, but it is primar-
ily consumed by college graduates. and the people who use the Internet 
are very likely to be interested in what journalists call “hard news,” that is, 
politics, business, and finance. The same interest in hard news is offered by 
people who listen to rush Limbaugh or Jim Lehrer’s news hour.��

at one time our culture was only weakly affected by the media because 
the media had only a few brief points of access to us and were moderate 

17. center for media and Public affairs, press releases, september 9, november 1, 2004.
18. Pew research center for the People and the Press, “news audiences Increasingly 

Polarized,” press release, June 8, 2004.
19. Ibid., “Public’s news Habits,” June 9, 2002.
20. Ibid., “news audiences Increasingly Polarized,” June 8, 2004.
21. Ibid., 1–2.
22. Ibid., 17, 28.
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and audience-maximizing organizations. Today, the media have many 
lines of access, and they reflect the maximization of controversy and the 
cultivation of niche markets. once the media talked to us; now they shout 
at us.

Interest Groups
at one time the major interest groups in this country were those con-
cerned with material interests. The national association of manufactur-
ers, chamber of commerce, american Federation of Labor, and congress 
of Industrial organizations struggled over economic issues. These groups 
are still active, but the messages that people hear today come from very 
different groups. These organizations are interested in social and cultural 
issues such as civil rights, managing the environment, alternatives to pub-
lic schools, the role of women, and access to firearms. These postmodern 
issues now provide important cues to the public about how they should 
view politics.

Interest groups that are divided by material issues can readily find 
ways to reach compromise solutions, but those divided by issues of rights 
or morality find compromise very difficult. The views of many interest 
groups, or at least of their supporters, profoundly affect how candidates 
for office are selected. It is hard to imagine someone who opposes abor-
tion receiving the Democratic nomination for president or someone who 
favors it receiving the republican nomination.

Interest groups can contribute to and then benefit from important 
court decisions that shape political debate outside the realm of voter pref-
erences. roe v. Wade made abortion a controversial issue, not because the 
american people were hopelessly polarized about the matter but because 
their centrist views played no role in determining the policy. The policy 
reflected instead how supreme court justices defined “rights.” similarly, 
when conservative justices restricted the ability of the federal govern-
ment to regulate the use of guns near schools, the controversy that ensued 
 reflected not the public’s views but those of justices concerned about fed-
eralism.

Political elites and Public opinion
Polarization has increased, but it is not obvious why it has spread to so 
many rank-and-file voters. It would not be hard to imagine that extremist 
politics is confined to the chattering classes. But I think it has spread well 
beyond those elite precincts. my view reflects my difficulty in imaging 
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that the key political institutions—congress, the media, and interest 
groups—operate in an ideological vacuum. If we wish to think that the 
public is not polarized, we must imagine that the actions of congress, the 
media, and certain interest groups have no effect on people. I find that as-
sumption implausible.

In an important book on public opinion, Professor John r. Zaller has 
argued that elite opinion does affect mass opinion. He finds evidence that 
on various issues, what the public thinks is shaped to an important degree 
by what political elites think. His examples include beliefs about homo-
sexuality, a nuclear freeze, the war in Vietnam, and the war to expel Iraq 
from Kuwait. He suggests that these beliefs are most important not for the 
average citizen but for the citizens who are politically aware. By “political 
awareness,” Zaller means that these citizens do well on answering neutral 
factual questions about politics.��

The Persian Gulf War provides an especially compelling example. 
Iraq invaded Kuwait in august 1990. From then through the congressio-
nal elections in november of that year, there were hardly any elite criti-
cisms of what the united states might do. Two days after the election, 
however, President George H. W. Bush announced that he was sending 
many more troops to the Persian Gulf. This decision stimulated strong 
criticism among some members of congress, especially Democrats. Hap-
pily, a major public opinion survey was under way just when these events 
occurred. The pollsters had interviewed 250 people before congressional 
criticism began and the rest after it was under way. Before the criticism 
was heard, Democratic and republican citizens supported Bush’s plan to 
aid Kuwait, and the degree of that support increased the more politically 
aware they were. But after the election and the beginning of elite criticism, 
the support of republican voters went up and Democratic support flat-
tened out, with the increase (among republicans) being greater among 
those who were most politically aware. as President Bush became more 
vigorous, politically aware voters began to differ sharply. Democratic sup-
port for the war declined, and republican support increased.��

much the same thing can be learned about popular attitudes regarding 
busing to increase school integration, the government guaranteeing jobs 
to people, and beliefs about the war in Vietnam. as political awareness in-
creases, the attitudes of liberals and conservatives split apart, with highly 
aware liberals favoring busing and job guarantees and opposing the war in 

23. Zaller, The nature and origins of mass opinion (cambridge: cambridge university 
Press, 1992), 99, 104, 110, 269–75, 316–22, 21–22, 43, 335.

24. Ibid., 103–7.
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Vietnam and highly aware conservatives opposing busing and job guaran-
tees and supporting the war in Vietnam.��

To me, it is clear that elite opinions can affect how people think. But 
that leaves two questions unsettled: on what issues does this elite effect 
occur, and how deeply does it penetrate the public? as to what issues, I am 
struck by the fact that on most of the matters Zaller investigated, such as 
homosexuality, a nuclear winter, the war in Kuwait, the war in Vietnam, 
and federal job guarantees, average citizens, even the well-informed ones, 
had little personal experience. They were not homosexual, did not fight in 
wars, and could only imagine what a nuclear freeze might be. Their minds 
were of necessity open to influence. matters might have been very differ-
ent if elites had tried to tell the public what to think about crime, inflation, 
drug abuse, or their local schools, matters on which most americans think 
themselves to be well informed.

We do not know how many people are affected by elite views, but my 
suspicion is that the number is growing. Politically aware people are more 
likely to be well-educated people, and the level of formal schooling in this 
country has been going up.�� and politically aware people are more likely 
to pay attention to the mass media.

our attitudes toward homosexuality provide a good example. For 
many decades it was regarded as a sickness. That was even the view of the 
american Psychiatric association (aPa). Homosexuals were regarded 
at worst as menacing deviants and at best as ill patients. Then the aPa 
changed its position and announced in 1974 that homosexuality was not 
a sickness but a preference. almost immediately, the mainstream press be-
gan describing homosexuality not as a vice but as a problem worthy of a 
civil-rights strategy.�� The public began to follow suit. Though most op-
posed legalizing gay marriage, there was a sharp decline in personal hostil-
ity to homosexuals.

The strength of our differences over political matters is probably best 
assessed by looking not at contemporary issues but at enduring political 
values and personal partisanship. In 2004, 89 percent of republicans but 
only 12 percent of Democrats approved of President George W. Bush. 
at an earlier time, by contrast, three to four times as many Democrats 
approved of ronald reagan, Gerald Ford, richard nixon, and Dwight 
eisenhower as approved of Bush in 2004. In about twenty years, party 
affiliation had come to dominate what people think about the president. 

25. Ibid., 107–10.
26. Ibid., 98–99.
27. Ibid., 316–19.
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In 2004 a quarter of the population was angry about the Bush administra-
tion; virtually every one of them voted for Kerry.��

The same change can be found in the public’s views about the use of 
military power. since the late 1980s, republicans have been more willing 
than Democrats to say that “the best way to ensure peace is through mili-
tary strength.” By the late 1990s and on into 2003, well over two-thirds of 
all republicans agreed with that view, while far less than half of all Demo-
crats did. about four out of every ten conservative republicans believe 
that preemptive attacks on enemies are often justified, while fewer than 
one in ten liberal Democrats agrees. In 2005, three-fourths of all Demo-
crats but less than one-third of all republicans told pollsters that good 
diplomacy is the best way to ensure peace. In the same survey, one-fourth 
of all Democrats but two-thirds of all republicans said they would fight 
for this country “whether it is right or wrong.”��

These differences between self-described Democrats and republicans 
or between self-described liberals and conservatives suggest that polariza-
tion may be occurring chiefly among people who take politics and ide-
ology seriously. some recent studies support this view. Professor marc 
J. Hetherington found evidence in public opinion polls that voters were 
aware of how different the congressional parties had become; unlike in 
earlier years, the parties were no longer seen as Tweedledee and Tweedle-
dum. as the parties have increased their ideological differences, attentive 
voters have increased their ideological polarization. They now like either 
the Democrats or the republicans more than they once did and are less 
likely to feel neutral toward either one. and the voters who were most 
likely to pick up these ideological cues were the college-educated ones. as 
Hetherington put it, “People with the greatest ability to assimilate new 
information, those with more formal education, are most affected by elite 
polarization.” Hetherington’s conclusions have been criticized by another 
scholar, but he finds that even using a more subtle analysis, “party elite po-
larization does enhance public perceptions of inter-party differences.”�0

28. Gallup Poll, “Bush ratings show Historical Levels of Polarization,” June 4, 2004; 
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How deep might this polarization reach? We do not know the com-
plete answer, but here are some clues. The gap, measured by opinion polls, 
between Democrats and republicans was twice as great in 2004 as it had 
been in 1972. In fact, rank-and-file americans disagree more strongly to-
day than did politically active americans in 1972. What was once elite 
disagreement has broadened to encompass mass disagreement. To be sure, 
that mass polarization involves only a minority of all voters, but that mi-
nority is sizable. and if you look at people who are more active politically 
than simply voting, the gap is even wider. These activists are not a tiny part 
of the population; they make up about one-quarter of all the people in the 
country.�� activist polarization is chiefly directed at the issues that have 
been raised by social and religious conservatives, such as abortion, sexual-
ity, gay marriage, divorce law, and school prayer. The more you identify 
with a political party or an ideological label, the more likely you are to take 
positions that put you systematically at odds with people who identify 
with a different party or ideology.�� Politics has become in large measure a 
matter of responding to cues.

education and Polarization
These cues are best known by people who think a lot about politics. I am 
not confident who they are, but there is evidence that people with more 
schooling make up a significant part of that group. In 1900, only 10 percent 
of all young americans went to high school. my father, like many men his 
age in the early twentieth century, dropped out of school after the eighth 
grade. Today, 84 percent of adult americans have graduated from high 
school, and nearly 27 percent have graduated from college. even when I 
graduated from college, the first in my family to do so, less than one-tenth 
of all americans over age twenty-five had gone that far. Today, more than 
one-fourth are college graduates. In 1900 american high schools pro-
duced fewer than 100,000 graduates; in 2001 they graduated more than 
2.5 million people, and universities produced more than 40,000 Ph.D.s. 
This extraordinary growth in schooling has produced a large and growing 
audience for political cues.

Postgraduate education is one of the great dividing lines. What little 
data we have on the views of people who have gone beyond the four-year 
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college degree suggest that they are very different from those who stopped 
with a high school or college diploma. about one out of every six voters 
described themselves as liberals, but well over one out of every four people 
with postgraduate degrees are liberals. In mid-2004, about one-half of all 
voters trusted George Bush, but less than a third of those with postgradu-
ate education did. Whereas more than half of all college graduates voted 
for Bush in 2004, well over half of all people who had done postgraduate 
work voted for Kerry. consider people who have had any postgraduate 
training or a postgraduate degree: only one-tenth of all americans do, but 
within that one-tenth, more than half supported the antiwar candidacy of 
Howard Dean.�� If one deleted from the ranks of people with postgradu-
ate degrees those who have an mBa or an engineering degree and looked 
only at those who studied the social sciences or the humanities, that gap 
would be, I suspect, much wider.

The effect of postgraduate education is reinforced by that of being in 
a profession. Between 1900 and 1960, write John B. Judis and ruy Teix-
eira, people in the professions voted much as did business managers, but 
by 1988 professionals began supporting Democrats while managers sup-
ported republicans. Judis and Teixeira speculate that this is because pro-
fessionals, such as teachers, nurses, and software designers, identify more 
with their knowledge than with the enterprise of which they are a part.��

The effect of postgraduate education seems to outweigh the effect of 
wealth. For voters up through college graduates, having higher incomes 
means becoming more conservative. But once one has a postgraduate edu-
cation, that wealth effect vanishes.

The results of this linkage among ideology, interest-group demands, 
congressional polarization, and media influence are easily read in the com-
mentary surrounding the 2004 election. a conservative accused John 
Kerry of being “brain-dead,” and another said that liberals had “gone 
quite around the twist” by publishing books and articles that denigrated 
the president.�� Various liberals said that the country was seized by “reli-
gious intolerance” that was bent on “rewriting the constitution” after a 
campaign of “vicious personal attacks” that have befuddled “58 million” 
americans who are the victims of “ignorance” in which a “great nation was 
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felled by a poisonous nut.”�� If these remarks are not the sign of polariza-
tion, then the word has no meaning. To a degree that we cannot precisely 
measure and over issues that we cannot exactly list, polarization has seeped 
down into the public.

This fact may recall to your mind the culture wars of which James Davi-
son Hunter has written. He defined culture conflict as “political and social 
hostility rooted in different systems of moral understanding.” This conflict 
is found, he suggested, within and not simply among different religious 
views and involves “fundamental ideas about who we are as americans.”�� 
To him, this war is chiefly between people who have either orthodox or 
progressive ideas about moral authority. For the orthodox, there are ex-
ternal, definable, and transcendent sources for that authority, whereas for 
the progressives moral authority derives from a spirit of rationalism and 
subjectivism based on the prevailing assumptions of modern life. In my 
next lecture I will suggest that this cleavage is even greater between secular 
and religious americans.

Hunter takes note of the political effect of these moral differences, but 
most of his book emphasizes the rhetorical differences. The progressive 
view goes back many decades, at least to the time when robert Ingersoll 
in the nineteenth century attacked traditional religion because it had 
“imprisoned the human mind” and become “the enemy of liberty” that 
had “robbed us of every right.” But Ingersoll was a slouch compared to 
sinclair Lewis when he created the odious preacher elmer Gantry or to 
H. L. mencken who called fundamentalists “yokels,” “half-wits,” “hillbil-
lies,” “morons,” and “gaping primates.”�� one can only imagine what men-
cken would have said about the 2004 election.

These criticisms were stilled by the Depression and the second World 
War. Those momentous events created the so-called roosevelt coalition 
of Jews, southern blacks, union members, urban catholics, and public 
intellectuals. That coalition endorsed an active military, supported an 
aggressive foreign policy, and embraced religious views. after the war it 
supported nuclear power. Today, however, it is skeptical of the military, 
hostile to an aggressive foreign policy, opposed to nuclear power, and criti-
cal of religion. In the 1970s, a. Bartlett Giamatti, then president of Yale, 
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told the entering freshman class that the “religious right,” as it had then 
become known, was composed of “authoritarian[s]” who were “peddlers 
of coercion.”��

The republican Party in the 1930s was isolationist, anti-catholic, and 
dedicated to the separation of church and state and supported national-
ism over states’ rights. Today, however, it is the party that backs the mili-
tary, supports an activist foreign policy, believes in states’ rights, endorses 
nuclear power, and calls for churches to be more active in public affairs. 
many republicans denounce “secular humanism”—this from the party 
of which robert Ingersoll, a prominent nineteenth-century atheist, was 
once a notable member.�0

The easily ridiculed Bible thumper has been replaced by the religiously 
engaged social critic, an interesting development, though one not yet 
grasped by progressive critics who continue to speak about the latter as if 
he or she were the former.

To some degree Hunter is correct. There is a culture war here, though 
that struggle is, I think, but a part of the ideological polarization that has 
gripped much of the nation. Part of conservative thought on political is-
sues has religious roots, but part of it is as secular in origin as anything 
found on the Left. some of the liberal attack on conservatives comes from 
people who have an explicit religious tradition (they may be liberal Prot-
estants or catholics or reformed Jews), but some of it has the same wholly 
secular roots that one finds among many conservatives.

The costs of Polarization
For some people, polarized politics is a good thing because it encourages 
sharp debate on important public issues. What could be wrong, they ask, 
about having clearly opposed parties arguing publicly about things that 
matter to americans?

But for me, polarization is a problem. First, I suspect that polarization 
induces the public to think that political disagreement prevents govern-
ment leaders from working toward shared goals. as a result, people will 
distrust the politicians. That distrust will lead not to more useful compro-
mises but to further alienation from politics. The sharp decline that has 
occurred since the early 1950s in popular approval of our national officials 
no doubt has many causes. But one of these, I suspect, is that ordinary 
voters agree more than political elites agree, and these elites are far more 
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numerous now than once was the case. elite disagreement means that in 
primary contests, activists will tend to pick candidates who are ideologi-
cally distant from one another. We shall have achieved what a commit-
tee of the american Political science association once argued for in the 
1950s: a “responsible” two-party system.

The political science committee that endorsed “responsible” parties 
gave expression to the envy its authors had for the more ideological and 
coherent two-party system of Great Britain. But when that report ap-
peared in the 1950s, hardly anyone thought our parties could be trans-
formed into something resembling the British model. Democrats and 
republicans would continue, they supposed, to display what George 
Wallace later denounced: there was, he said, “not a dime’s worth of differ-
ence” between “Tweedledum and Tweedledee.” But what Wallace forgot 
was that, however alike the two parties were, the public liked them that 
way. as the parties have become more different, popular confidence in the 
federal government has declined. I much prefer an admired and effective 
two-party system. a half century ago, Tweedledum and Tweedledee en-
joyed the support of the american people; today, the parties do not enjoy 
such broad support.

The second problem with polarization is, to me, far more profound. 
sharpened debate may be helpful with respect to domestic issues but not, 
I think, for the management of important foreign military matters. The 
united states, now an unrivaled superpower with important responsi-
bilities for protecting peace and defeating terrorists, must discharge those 
 duties with its own political house in disarray. We fought the second 
World War as a united nation even against enemies, Germany and Italy, 
that had not attacked us. We began the wars in Korea and Vietnam with 
some degree of unity, but that soon collapsed. We expelled Iraq from Ku-
wait over the objections of many congressional critics, and we later de-
feated saddam Hussein despite the criticisms of many domestic leaders. 
and when stabilizing Iraq and helping that country create a new, free gov-
ernment, we did so in the face of intense and mounting criticism, much of 
it coming from leaders who before the war had agreed than Hussein was 
an evil menace who, in their opinion, had weapons of mass destruction.

Denmark or Luxembourg can display domestic anguish over its mili-
tary policies, but the united states cannot. a divided america will en-
courage our enemies and dishearten our allies. What General Giap, our 
opponent in Vietnam, said of us then is even more true today: america 
cannot be defeated on the battlefield, but it can be defeated at home.
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II. r eLIGIon anD PoLarIZaTIon
religion may be one of the most important sources of polarization in 
american politics.� Though deep political divisions occur among both re-
ligious and secular people, the split between the religious and the secular 
is large and has grown. In 2004, white voters who attended religious ser-
vices at least weekly were three times as likely as those who seldom or never 
went to church to oppose abortion and twice as likely to object to gay mar-
riage and to describe themselves as conservative. among whites, religious 
identification is more closely associated with the presidential vote than is 
age, sex, income, or education.�

The importance of religion was emphasized by editorial comment 
after the 2004 election. a series of angry statements accused President 
Bush of having led a “jihad” against the american people by attempting to 
found a “theocratic” state in which “christian fundamentalists” would use 
their “religious energy to promote divisions and intolerance at home and 
abroad.”� Pundits eagerly looked for evidence that the election was settled 
by voters who had embraced “moral values,” presumably the wrong ones.

Following the election, we heard another round of disagreements 
about what many thought was a religious issue. many defenders of Terri 
schiavo accused those who wished to let her die of being godless mur-
derers; many who supported the withdrawal of her feeding tube charged 
that her supporters were radical fundamentalists who sought a theocratic 
state.�

The Historical Legacy of religion
religion has always played an important role in american culture and at 
times has been the source of deep political divisions. one does not have to 
be a close student of american history to recall that religion has animated 
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both worrisome and desirable causes. religious differences animated 
the objections of the Know-nothing Party to the presence of american 
catholics, but they also supplied the moral outrage against the owner-
ship of human beings. The civil rights movement was led by the reverend 
martin Luther King Jr., and his appeal was essentially religious in nature. 
southern white Protestant churches, though they had long been a part of 
a segregated society, did not resist King’s claims. Though many churches 
were passive or silent, some, such as the southern Baptists and southern 
Presbyterians, publicly supported desegregation.� and those who opposed 
the war in Vietnam rarely, if ever, complained that the reverend William 
sloane coffin appealed to God to argue against american involvement 
there.�

Historian David chappell argues that many leaders of american lib-
eralism during the 1940s and 1950s worried that their cause, based on a 
reasoned commitment to social improvement, was in danger of languish-
ing because it lacked a moral fervor sufficient to keep intact a coalition 
of blacks, union workers, big-city bosses, southern whites, and northern 
intellectuals. The new Deal coalition, he contends, consisted of “hungry 
liberals” who sensed that “something was missing.” John Dewey, in the 
1920s, argued that liberalism needed a “religious belief ” that was devoid 
of any connection to actual religions. That belief was important, he wrote, 
because “liberals are notoriously hard to organize,” whereas conservatives 
had a “natural bond of cohesion based on habit, tradition, and fear of the 
unknown.”� Dewey never made it quite clear just exactly how one creates a 
religious belief without being religious.

Later, Lionel Trilling took up the same argument. Liberalism in the 
early 1950s, he wrote, was “the sole intellectual tradition in american poli-
tics,” but that tradition, important as it is, was trying to organize the world 
in a rational way, thereby leading it to drift “toward a denial of the emo-
tions and the imagination.”�

The civil rights movement put a brief end to these worries because re-
ligion helped galvanize the most important social movement of the twen-
tieth century. and when Jimmy carter ran for the presidency in 1976, he 
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brought to his candidacy the support of many evangelicals. In that year, 
only about one-third of all self-identified white evangelicals described 
themselves as republicans (even though about half voted for Gerald 
Ford). carter, and then clinton after him, carried several southern states 
with some evangelical help. By 1996, however, matters had changed. By 
then, white Protestant evangelicals had become much more conservative, 
more republican in party identification, and more likely to vote for the 
republican presidential candidate. In 1976, these voters made up only 
one-sixth of all republican supporters; by 1996, they made up one-third 
of that support.�

religion and Public opinion
one interpretation of the current furor over religion in american poli-
tics is that secular liberals embrace religion when it supports civil rights 
and gives aid to Democratic candidates and denounce it when it opposes 
abortion and backs republican candidates. But this view is uncharitable, 
because there are many religious liberals just as there are many nonreli-
gious conservatives; the votes of each group often depend on matters hav-
ing little to do with faith.

americans are divided in their religious activities. Though the great 
majority believe in God and life after death, secularists (by which I mean 
people for whom religion plays no role in their lives whether or not they 
believe in God or an afterlife) are rising in number. They tend to live in 
big cities on the Pacific coast or in the northeast and to have been much 
more likely to vote for al Gore in 2000 and for John Kerry in 2004.�0 
religion is not a trivial factor in presidential elections. america’s secular 
voters tend to live in Blue counties, whereas america’s religious ones live 
in red ones.

In 2004, nearly two-thirds of the people who said they attended church 
more than weekly voted for Bush, and only one-third voted for Kerry. But 
these voters make up only one-sixth of the electorate. of the voters who 
said they never attend church, two-thirds voted for Kerry and only one-
third for Bush, but these voters make up only one-seventh of the elector-
ate. and between 2000 and 2004, Bush gained support among people 
who said they attended church rarely or never. In short, religion makes a 
difference, but very religious and very irreligious voters are only a minor-
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ity of the electorate. and the number of voters who said that moral values 
(whatever that may mean) were the most important issue for them was 
lower in 2004 than it had been in 1996 and 2000. In 2004, terrorism and 
Iraq were the most important issues to most people. People who were con-
cerned about terrorism generally voted for Bush; those concerned about 
Iraq mostly voted for Kerry. and the former outnumbered the latter.��

Traditional evangelical Protestants made up more than one-fourth of 
all the voters who supported Bush. If you add to that share the votes of 
traditionalist catholics and Protestants and other evangelicals, you ac-
count for more than one-half of his vote. atheists, agnostics, and secular-
ists made up one-sixth of all of the supporters of Kerry, and if you add to 
that the votes of Jews and black Protestants, you get almost half of Kerry’s 
vote. Between 2000 and 2004, Bush gained supported among traditional 
religious groups, while the Democratic candidate gained support among 
modernist religious groups, atheists, and agnostics.��

religion abroad
religion makes a difference here and helps explain the polarization of the 
american electorate. This is in sharp contrast to europe, where religion 
has almost ceased to have any cultural or political role at all, especially in 
the north. In 1998, the proportion of people attending religious services 
once a week or more often was 5 percent in France, 4 percent in england 
and Denmark, and comparably low levels in other Protestant nations. 
even in catholic Italy and spain, no more than a third of all adults fre-
quently attended church. only in Ireland and Poland is church attendance 
high, involving about two-thirds of the people.�� after the second World 
War, religious affiliation was probably more important than social class 
in explaining why French and German voters supported either catholic 
or socialist parties, but by the 1980s politics had lost most of its religious 
basis.�� By contrast, frequent religious attendance in the united states is 
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about the same today as it was in 1981 and involves, by some contested 
estimates, nearly half the population.�� moreover, a much higher percent-
age of americans pray than is true in any european nation except, again, 
Ireland.��

Though there has been a growth in the proportion of nonreligious or 
secular voters in the united states, that growth is nothing like what has 
occurred in most of europe. This difference requires one to address the 
secularization theory. as originally stated, it argues that modernization, 
by which is meant the growth of rational and instrumental inquiry, leads 
to a decline in the social significance of religion. modernization means 
the growth of institutions that manage education and welfare, a decline in 
the fraction of people living in small communities, and a sharp increase in 
scientific thought. These forces, as made clear by countless writers, includ-
ing John stuart mill, Karl marx, auguste comte, Émile Durkheim, and 
max Weber, lead to a subordination of religious thought. If factories teach 
technical skills, if public schools provide nondenominational education, 
if health and welfare agencies care for the sick and the deprived, if people 
live mixed together in large cities that display the benefits of a consumer 
society, and if science seeks only naturalistic explanations for everything 
from the nature of life to the origins of the cosmos, what can religion pos-
sibly offer?

But modernity is affecting almost all of the world, yet religious be-
lief, outside of europe, seems hardly to have diminished. and the united 
states, perhaps the most modern society in the world, is filled with people 
who believe in God, go to church or synagogue, and pray to the almighty. 
The secularization theory may be in some trouble.

and not only in the united states. There has been a rapid growth in 
Protestant religions in Latin america, the caribbean, asia, and africa. 
comprehensive data comparing countries outside of europe and north 
america are lacking, but the best available evidence suggests that there has 
been a rapid growth in Protestant, and especially Pentecostal, churches in 
much of the world. In Brazil, there are more Protestant pastors than cath-
olic priests. There have been similar growths in chile and Guatemala. In 
south Korea, the number of Protestant churches is increasing five times 
faster than the Korean population.��
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This is certainly the view of Professor Peter Berger, who has recanted 
his earlier view that modernity would produce secular societies.�� To him 
and to some other scholars, we are seeing as much growth as decline in 
religion around the world, and much of this growth is occurring not in 
old villages but in big cities, and not simply in backward nations such as 
Guatemala but in industrialized ones such as south Korea.

There are two views one can take on this matter. one is that america 
is the exceptional state, modern without being secular, whereas europe 
shows the powerfully secular effects of modernization. The other is that 
europe is the exception, while america, north and south, and much of 
asia are responding to modernity without abandoning religion.

To me, the most interesting question is why america is more religious 
than europe, and especially england. after all, england settled the ameri-
can colonies with people who were, in most cases, deeply religious. Both 
countries were among the first to practice representative government, and 
both celebrated individual rights; indeed, as I and others have argued 
elsewhere, england invented individualism.�� Despite individualism, re-
ligious activities were alike in both countries up to about a hundred years 
ago. In the second half of the nineteenth century, scholars have estimated 
that about half the adult english population was in church on sunday, 
and something like that fraction was true of the united states.�0 In 1860, 
one-fifth of all of the adult males in new York city served on the boards 
of Protestant organizations, and about half of all adult Protestant males 
were members of at least one church-related voluntary association.�� In 
the late 1820s, more than 40 percent of young children in new York city 
and about half of those in england attended sunday schools.��

america and england were alike in the nineteenth century but by the 
middle of the twentieth had become completely different. The united 
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states continued to be a nation of churchgoers, while england stopped 
being one. Today, half of american adults go to church, but less than one-
twentieth of english adults do.��

The Persistence of religion in america
There is no single or simple explanation for america and england becom-
ing so religiously different. one possibility is that the united states was 
settled by millions of immigrants who brought their religion with them, 
but that can be only part of the story.�� churchgoing is especially strong 
today in countries with relatively few immigrants. moreover, the great in-
crease in american religiosity occurred long before the Irish and Italians 
arrived in large numbers. Professors rodney stark and roger Finke, rean-
alyzing data first published in the 1930s, estimate that there was a dramatic 
growth in church congregations and membership between 1776 and 1850, 
long before european catholics began arriving, and that the largest in-
creases were among Baptists and methodists.�� The increase in member-
ship continued right into the 1980s (except for a brief decline during the 
civil War). In addition, the rapid growth in the number of mormons, a 
faith that, at least in the united states, has not emphasized recruitment 
among immigrants, suggests that immigration cannot be the entire expla-
nation for american religiosity.��

moreover, German immigrants when they first move to america have 
been like Germans still living in their homeland, that is, most are Luther-

23. There is a spirited debate among scholars as to what level of church attendance exists 
in this country. For an argument that attendance is less than half of what the polls suggest, 
see c. Kirk Hardaway, Penny Long marler, and mark chaves, “What the Polls Don’t show: 
a closer Look at u.s. church attendance,” american sociological review 58 (1993): 741–52; 
stanley Presser and Linda stimson, “Data collection mode and social Desirability Bias in 
self-reported religious attendance,” american sociological review 63 (1998): 137–45; and 
robert D. Woodberry, “When surveys Lie and People Tell the Truth: How surveys over-
sample church attenders,” american sociological review 63 (1998): 119–22. criticisms of these 
views are in Theodore caplow, “The case of the Phantom episcopalians,” american sociologi-
cal review 63 (1998): 112–13; michael Hout and andrew Greeley, “The center Doesn’t Hold: 
church attendance in the united states, 1940–1984,” american sociological review 52 (1987): 
325–45; and Hout and Greeley, “What church officials’ reports Don’t show: another Look 
at church attendance Data,” american sociological review 63 (1998): 113–19.

24. The immigrant argument is made in steve Bruce, God Is Dead (oxford: Blackwell, 
2002), 219–20.

25. stark and Finke, “american religion in 1776: a statistical Portrait,” sociological anal-
ysis 49 (1988): 39–51; Finke and stark, “Turning Pews into People: estimating 19th century 
church membership,” Journal for the scientific study of religion 25 (1986): 180–92.

26. By 1980, mormons were the fifth-largest denomination in the united states. see rod-
ney stark, “The rise of a new World Faith,” in latter-Day saint social life, edited by James 
T. Duke (Provo: Brigham Young university, 1998), 16. mormons are recruited not in areas 
where religiosity is strong but where it is weak. cf. rodney stark and William s. Bainbridge, 
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ans who do not go to church frequently. But third-generation Germans 
here are much like americans, that is, they have joined the Baptist, meth-
odist, or some evangelical church and attend services as frequently as most 
other americans.��

a second explanation that also has some importance is one advanced 
by Professor Jose casanova: europe was governed by “caesaropapist 
churches,” whereas the united states was not.�� If I may translate casano-
va’s sociological jargon, I believe he means by “caesaropapist” that europe 
was for centuries ruled by nations or principalities that combined church 
and state into an absolutist rule (though after the Protestant reforma-
tion, it seems a bit misleading to call calvin’s Geneva or Luther’s sweden 
“papist”).

His central argument, if not his language, is, I believe, correct. Where 
the state enforced religious orthodoxy, both the church and the state 
were vulnerable to popular revolts. The hostility to liberalism expressed 
by Pope Pius Ix meant that european states had to choose between obe-
dience and rebellion. sometimes, as with the Kulturkampf in Germany 
in the nineteenth century, the state attacked the status of the catholic 
church. The demand for representative government was inevitably 
linked to the demand for religious freedom. one could not endorse the 
French revolution without attacking the catholic church that had for 
decades been protected by the state. and even when the church lost its 
monopoly power, many european states continued to participate in its 
management in ways that made political dissent equivalent to religious 
dissent. In France, the state must still approve the appointment of catho-
lic bishops.�� In scandinavia where the official churches are Protestant, 
these religious bodies were not disestablished so much as converted into 
instruments of the welfare state. In sweden, the government supports a 
state church with tax revenues; church laws are passed by Parliament, and 
all bishops are appointed by the state. at the same time, sweden abolished 
all religious requirements for serving on church governing boards, a step 
that allowed church control to be placed in the hands of atheists. In virtu-
ally every european nation, there is a tax-supported state church.�0

27. rodney stark, “Germans and German-american religion: approximating a crucial 
experiment,” Journal for the scientific study of religion 36 (1997): 182–93.

28. casanova, Public religions in the modern World (chicago: university of chicago 
Press, 1994), 29.

29. David Barrett et al., World christian Encyclopedia, 2d ed. (oxford: oxford university 
Press, 2001), 284.

30. rodney stark and roger Finke, acts of faith: Explaining the human side of religion 
(Berkeley and Los angeles: university of california Press, 2000), 228–30.
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When this is the case, political and religious affiliations tend to co-
incide. In much of europe, catholic political parties arose after the First 
World War; in countries such as Belgium, Germany, Italy, and the neth-
erlands, these parties governed for many years. religiously defined parties 
helped bring voters into representative government, but rule by chris-
tian Democrats did nothing to strengthen christianity. on the contrary, 
people who opposed christian parties learned to oppose christianity. a 
liberal or socialist party (or in France, a Gaullist one) became almost by 
definition a non-christian one.��

Tocqueville explained the advantages of a separation of church and 
state in 1835: in nations where religion forms “an alliance with a political 
power, religion augments its authority over a few and forfeits the hope of 
reigning over all.” When this alliance exists, as it has in europe, the “unbe-
lievers of europe attack the christians as their political opponents rather 
than as their religious adversaries.”��

england, like europe, has had a state church. For centuries catho-
lics ruled but then were replaced by anglican rule; for a brief period the 
 Puritans ruled. Beginning in the later part of the seventeenth century, 
 officeholders had to subscribe to anglicanism, and students matriculating 
at oxford and cambridge had to sign the Twenty-nine articles of an-
glican faith. marriages and burials had to follow anglican rites. When a 
liberal political movement emerged in the nineteenth century, noncon-
formist sects were part of its animating spirit; as William Gladstone said, 
nonconformity was the “backbone” of the english Liberal Party.�� The 
efforts by anabaptists, catholics, Jews, methodists, Quakers, and unitar-
ians to carve out religious freedom were, of necessity, focused on the state 
and its traditional religious authority.

religion, Politics, and markets
The close ties between state and church have no counterpart in the united 
states. It is true, of course, that many colonies in america had impor-
tant religious policies. six required their voters to be Protestants, four 
said their citizens must believe in the divine inspiration of the Bible, one 

31. Tom Buchanan and martin conway, eds., Political catholicism in Europe, 1918–1965 
(oxford: clarendon Press, 1996), esp. 30–33; stathis n. Kalyvas, The rise of christian Democ-
racy in Europe (Ithaca: cornell university Press, 1996), 258–64.

32. Tocqueville, Democracy in america, edited by Phillips Bradley (new York: alfred 
a. Knopf, 1945), 1:310, 314.

33. andrew c. Gould, origins of liberal Dominance: state, church, and Party in 
 nineteenth-century Europe (ann arbor: university of michigan Press, 1999), 121–22.
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required belief in the Trinity and two in heaven and hell, and five had 
an officially established church.�� But when the united states was cre-
ated out of these colonies, it could be done only by adopting a federal 
constitution that left all of these matters to the states. The constitution 
said nothing about religion except to ban religious tests for office, and 
the First amendment made it impossible ever to have a national church. 
( Just what else the amendment means by its ban on any law “respecting 
an establishment of religion” is unclear, but that it banned a national reli-
gion or church is indisputable.) The reason for official national silence on 
religious matters owes something to the writings of John Locke, roger 
Williams, James madison, and other defenders of religious tolerance, but 
it owes even more, I think, to the fact that no national union was possible 
if the federal government had any religious powers. americans were wor-
ried that a national government with religious powers would persecute 
dissenters here just as they had been attacked in england. religion was felt 
to be a state matter and remained so until the supreme court changed the 
rules in 1947.�� Though the newly united american states took religion 
seriously, the people defined themselves not by their religious or ethnic 
identity but by the american creed as set forth in the Declaration of In-
dependence.

Despite federal silence on religious matters, in the united states there 
have been many political movements linked to religious ideas. Indeed, the 
nation became, as mark Dewolfe Howe put it, a de facto Protestant state, 
with local schools teaching religious beliefs, state governments enforcing 
the sabbath with blue laws, and many political efforts to mobilize anti-
catholic sentiment. In oregon, the Ku Klux Klan and other groups ob-
tained passage of a law that would have banned catholics from running 
their own schools, a policy that was struck down in 1925 by a unanimous 
supreme court.��

one of the reasons that a policy of separating church and state found 
so many Protestant supporters is that the chief virtue of separation was 
its tendency to prevent the roman catholic church from achieving a 
unification of church and state. This was the theme of many Protestant 
demands, some based on describing the pope as the antichrist, and found 

34. James Q. Wilson, “The reform Islam needs,” city Journal (autumn 2002): 29–30; 
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constitutional expression in the demand for the passage of the Blaine 
amendment in 1874. The amendment was never ratified, but copies of it 
found their way into several state constitutions.

There was, of course, never much evidence that catholics wanted to 
merge state and church. Indeed, Protestant demands that public schools 
teach Protestantism led many catholic leaders to endorse the principle of 
separation and favor locally controlled school districts as ways of prevent-
ing anti-catholic programs.�� In short, in a religiously diverse nation, pres-
sure came from several religions to avoid state influence on churches.

Despite the many state efforts to benefit or attack religion, the absence 
of any federal policy on the matter has made the united states funda-
mentally different from england. american churches find themselves in 
a free market where their existence and growth depend entirely on their 
own efforts. They get no tax money and confront federal officials who are 
indifferent to any demands for support. The churches and synagogues that 
grow are the ones that offer people something of value; the ones that de-
cline are those that offer people relatively little of value except such social 
status as may come from being seen at services.�� Privatizing religion has 
generated religious growth, just as privatizing business has encouraged 
economic development.

In england, religion was closely linked both to political authority and 
to social status. Into the twentieth century, Protestantism was associated 
with the monarchy and the empire, and religion was linked at first with 
aristocratic hierarchies and then with radical theologians, neither of whom 
earned much respect from the average Briton. even today, the archbishop 
of canterbury is appointed by the prime minister. In england, the an-
glican church offered aristocratic bravado and then christian socialism, 
later renamed christian sociology.�� england had no local governments or 
local units of political parties that could be controlled by religious groups, 
and scarcely any local media that could represent religious preferences. 
methodists in england began as a dissenting group among anglicans, and 

37. Hamburger, separation of church and state, chap. 8 and pp. 297–98.
38. The free-market view of church activities is developed at length in roger Finke and 
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for many years they sought to maintain their status as an especially de-
vout but not rebellious part of the church of england, and so surrendered 
much of their evangelical zeal.�0

The contrast with america could not be sharper. In an influential 
book, a member of the liberal national council of churches observed 
the growth of religiously demanding churches and the decline of reli-
giously undemanding ones. What we now call the mainline Protestant 
churches (the episcopalians, methodists, Presbyterians, and more theo-
logically liberal Lutheran churches) are losing members, whereas the more 
ardent, evangelical, and fundamentalist churches (the southern Baptists, 
mormons, seventh-Day adventists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, assemblies of 
God, and salvation army) are growing in membership.�� He explained 
this difference as occurring not because mainline churches are politically 
liberal but because they do not offer a compelling set of religious incen-
tives, namely, finding salvation through christ, supplying meaningful 
worship services, and providing religious instruction.�� The churches that 
are losing out are, in Kelley’s words, “reasonable and sociable,” whereas 
those winning out are “unreasonable and unsociable.” They are “unreason-
able” in that they refuse to recognize the validity of the teachings of other 
churches, observe unusual rituals and peculiar dietary customs, practice 
temperance, and disregard what some people, especially secularists, would 
call the decent opinions of mankind.

These arguments by a religious leader have been supported by the 
work of empirical scholars. Laurence r. Iannacone and his colleagues have 
shown that strict Protestant churches grow more rapidly than lax ones be-
cause strictness raises the level of membership commitment, increases the 
benefits of belonging, discourages participation in rival organizations, and 
reduces the number of free riders who go to church but pass on the costs 
of attending to others. compared to mainline churches, strict ones grow 
more rapidly and have higher rates of participation, and these relation-
ships exist independently of the age, sex, race, income, region, or marital 

40. David Hempton, methodism and Politics in British society, 1750–1850 (London: 
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status of the members. church growth abroad is also most rapid in nations 
that do not have a state church.��

matters are more complicated in nations that have dictatorial politi-
cal regimes, as did the old soviet union and some muslim states today. 
Where there is political freedom, the absence of a state church facilitates 
the growth of religion; where political freedom is lacking, state churches 
may either require participation or a secular regime may make public dis-
plays of religion undesirable. These are contested issues, and one should 
compare the work of Iannacone and others who stress markets with that of 
Pippa norris and ronald Inglehart who emphasize cultural values.��

adam smith was not only correct about what produces economic 
prosperity but also correct about what produces religious success.�� In do-
ing these things, the growing churches are trying to provide meaning to 
life, not simply lectures on political issues and pleasant social affairs, all 
accompanied by the view that no one has a monopoly on the truth, a criti-
cal view of the Bible, and a generous recognition of individual differences. 
The growing churches “try to make sense out of experience, even if we 
have to resort to non-sense to do it.”�� american methodists never tried 
to work within the confines of a state church but from the first established 
themselves as the leaders of independent camp meetings led by itinerant 
preachers. Political and cultural localism sustained here what political and 
cultural centralization curbed in england.

The reason that some churches are growing worries many people who 
think, rightly, that they oppose the enlightenment and, wrongly, that this 
opposition leads to bad public policies. I have a somewhat different view.

religion constrained by Politics
one must begin by recognizing that both religious and secular groups 
can do undesirable or even terrible things. churches in america have sup-
ported blue laws, but secularists have supported the more extreme forms 
of political correctness. some religious extremists have murdered abor-
tion workers, but the Weather underground and the symbionese Libera-
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tion army, both totally devoid of any religious sentiments, also murdered 
people and blew up buildings. evangelical and fundamentalist religions 
have opposed abortion and rejected homosexual marriage, but secular 
courts have created these issues by authorizing abortions and homosexual 
marriage without any democratic support. religious leaders encouraged 
the crusades that resulted in looting and death, but fascism and stalin-
ism killed millions of innocent people as well. Fanaticism is an equal-
opportunity employer.

my central argument is that in the united states, unlike in england or 
on the european continent, religion has had a remarkably democratic char-
acter. Protestant churches organized people on the basis of their consent, 
endorsed cultural but not political conflicts within the state, and acquired 
status locally because in this country political authority was decentralized. 
american churches created problems, of course. Protestantism, though 
democratic, was not always liberal (by “liberal” I mean disposed toward 
personal freedom). Though it was preoccupied with cultural rather than 
political issues, Protestantism was often anti-catholic and sought po-
litical power to enforce blue laws. Protestantism, though decentralized, 
could use local political authority to do unwise things, such as attacking 
evolutionary biology. But taken as a whole, rising church movements here 
were compatible with and even encouraged an open society by supporting 
personal choice, not arguing for a state-supported church, and limiting 
their actions to local governments rather than trying to manage the nation 
as a whole.

religion has, of course, had an impact on american public policy. Be-
cause it is powerful in certain localities, it carries weight when it tries to 
block congressional votes going toward causes it rejects. This is true for 
both Democratic and republican administrations and means that orga-
nized religion can provide vetoes much as can Planned Parenthood and 
the national rifle association.

But as with other organizations with strong local constituencies, 
 religion must compete with rival interests to obtain whatever new legisla-
tion it wishes. Despite the presence of conservative presidents, scarcely 
any bill favored by what is now called the christian right has been passed 
by congress. Protestant leaders could not prevent the creation of catho-
lic schools, and religious activists could not legally install school prayer, 
maintain a ban on abortion, or obtain meaningful bans on pornography. 
Despite the efforts of the moral majority and the 700 club, conservative 
religious voters could not nominate a presidential candidate. and several 
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religious leaders have suffered, just as several political ones have, from 
various scandals.�� The very factors that encourage religious organizations 
(free markets, a decentralized government, a localized media) are the very 
things that discourage religious activists from having much impact on 
 national or even state policy.��

In england, by contrast, the existence of an alliance between anglican 
ministers and political authorities, the need for nonconforming sects to 
struggle against a state church, and the deep social class basis of religion 
meant that either religion would be imposed from above or it would van-
ish for lack of success. as england became more tolerant, no enforced re-
ligion could be imposed, but as england remained centralized, religion 
would lack the “unlimited social space” that it enjoyed in america.�� and 
so religion in england collapsed while in the united states it grew.

The constraints of Political Life
christian political activists have responded to this reality by adapting to 
the constraints of american politics. as a political scientist, I am naturally 
inclined to look for the constraining effects of culture and constitutions. 
even allowing for my bias, I am persuaded that religious leaders, like politi-
cal and economic ones, adjust to the opportunities and barriers our politi-
cal and legal system has created. To reach these conclusions, one first has 
to wade through and then overcome the rhetoric with which christian 
political leaders and their critics surround themselves. When rev. Jerry 
Falwell founded the moral majority in the 1970s, he claimed that it had 
four million members with two million active donors, and some liberal 
critics were worried that it was a “disciplined, charging army.” In fact, it 
was neither disciplined nor an army and had vastly fewer members than its 
leaders proclaimed; by 1987 it had closed down for want of any influence. 
It was replaced by several organizations, including the christian coali-
tion led by ralph reed, but the coalition adapted to past failures by mod-
erating religious rhetoric and identifying reasonable goals it could attain 
by working in parallel with the republican Party. For example, coalition 
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leaders tried to restrict rather than outlaw abortion and worked toward 
obtaining a child tax credit. The most extreme religious activists were kept 
out of coalition leadership posts. In Virginia, the coalition worked with 
secular conservatives, such as republican governor George allen in his 
1993 campaign. allen refused to argue for a ban on abortion, but conser-
vative christians backed him because they had learned to settle for half a 
loaf. �0

These constraints arise, as robert Wuthnow has pointed out, from liv-
ing in a culture that has for many decades struggled with the tension be-
tween christianity and civility, the need to cope with political resistance, 
and the ecumenical efforts of such organizations as the national confer-
ence of christians and Jews.��

The constraints imposed by america’s culture and constitution affected 
many faiths. During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, roman 
catholicism was under attack here because it was based on a hierarchi-
cal church that had attacked liberalism. But that claim about american 
catholics was never true; alexis de Tocqueville and Harriet martineau 
had both pointed out early in the nineteenth century that, as she put it, 
“the catholic religion is modified by the spirit of the time in america.” 
Despite her view, the attacks on catholics increased so that by 1949 Paul 
Blanshard’s book american freedom and catholic Power was a best-seller, 
warmly endorsed by John Dewey, Lewis mumford, reinhold niebuhr, 
and Bertrand russell.�� They seemingly had good grounds for their con-
cerns: catholic leaders had endorsed autocracy in spain and Portugal, and 
the pope had signed a concordat with Hitler.

But at the very same time, catholic theologians such as Jacques mari-
tain in France and John courtney murray in this country were modifying 
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catholic philosophy in order to accommodate it to american sensibili-
ties. They set forth an american catholic position based on a concern 
for democracy and individual rights. Their views, however much they 
may have irritated the Vatican, fitted nicely with the actual experience of 
american catholics, and, after John F. Kennedy won the presidency in 
1960, anti-catholic sentiment began to evaporate. catholics behaved in 
much the same way as conservative Protestants: to persuade americans, 
you must be american.

Identifying religious Voters
Liberal critics of christian conservatives would have you believe that 
the christian right consists of fundamentalist evangelicals who, lacking 
much education and living in small southern towns, are conspiring under 
the direction of their ministers to take over the nation.

To address this argument one first has to sort through the rhetoric. 
First, some distinctions: Fundamentalists are not necessarily (or even 
 often) evangelists, neither movement was born in the south, the leaders 
of these movements have often been people of considerable education, 
and the great majority of churchgoers attend services where politics is not 
mentioned. Fundamentalists believe in the accuracy of the Bible and often 
work hard to maintain the correctness of their view against other Protes-
tant denominations. evangelists may or may not have a fundamentalist 
view; their mission is less to defend the faith than to recruit new members 
to it. Both movements were created not in the south but in Boston, chi-
cago, and new York city, and their intellectual sponsorship was at the 
Princeton Theological seminary and the Yale Divinity school. most of 
the early leaders were affluent and well educated, and on many political 
issues these groups have either endorsed liberal views or worked in con-
cert with progressive leaders on such matters as restricting immigration. 
In the 2004 elections, 87 percent of church ministers never mentioned a 
candidate, and of those that did the majority did not urge a vote for either 
candidate.��

Fundamentalists and evangelicals were not always allies and on oc-
casion became bitter opponents. some fundamentalists, having failed to 
defeat the liberal social gospel, turned away from all alliances and often 
departed their own churches to found new, doctrinally pure ones. Fun-
damentalists emphasized their rejection of worldly delights, which often 
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meant rejecting the world itself. evangelicals, on the other hand, were 
 eager to spread the word without abandoning their churches. such leaders 
as charles Fuller and Billy Graham wanted to save souls more than they 
sought doctrinal purity. When it was founded, the national association 
of evangelicals invited Pentecostals and anabaptists to join it, much to 
the horror of fundamentalists. (one early fundamentalist minister called 
Pentecostals “the last vomit of satan.”) The split between fundamentalists 
and evangelicals became vivid when, in 1957, Billy Graham asked the lib-
eral Protestant council of new York city to help organize his crusade.��

analyzing fundamentalists and evangelicals is difficult because public 
opinion surveys are not very good ways of measuring deep subjective states. 
as Professor christian smith has pointed out, when the Gallup Poll de-
fines evangelicals, it asserts that they believe the Bible is literally true, have 
had a “born again” experience, and have recruited others to christianity. 
But his own detailed interviews show that self-identified evangelicals often 
differ from these Gallup traits: some doubt that the Bible is literally true, 
some have not been born again, and some never recruit anyone. If you 
use the Gallup definition of evangelicals, you discover that they do not 
have much education. But if you let people define themselves as evangeli-
cal, they turn out to be very well educated.�� self-identified evangelicals 
tell pollsters that they are more educated than nonreligious respondents. 
one-quarter are high school graduates, a fifth are college graduates, and a 
sixth have done postgraduate work. By contrast, one-fifth of nonreligious 
people have not even graduated from high school.��

christian evangelicals and fundamentalists are alike in having become 
conservative. But that statement is not much different from noting that 
secular voters have become liberal. The Princeton Theological seminary 
and the Yale Divinity school may once have encouraged evangelical 
christianity, but today they are barely able to endorse christianity.

If you use the best surveys to compare conservative Protestants to 
all other americans, you discover that they differ in some ways and are 
alike in others. conservative Protestants, unlike most americans, believe 
 morality is based on an absolute standard, that religion should play a role 
in public life, and that salvation can be found only through Jesus christ. 
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But conservative Protestants are like all other americans in supporting 
the civil liberties of people with whom they disagree, respect for Jews, al-
lowing people to live by their own morality even when it is not christian, 
and attitudes toward abortion.

The apparent Benefits of religion
religion is also important in a deeper, nonpolitical way. There is a grow-
ing body of evidence that suggests that, other things being equal, people 
with a strong religious faith are more likely to live in two-parent families, 
achieve upward economic mobility, resist the lures of drugs and crime, 
overcome health problems, and give money to charity (including to non-
religious charities). religious liberals are more likely to donate money and 
time than secular ones, and religious conservatives are more likely to do-
nate than secular conservatives, even after controlling for race, education, 
and income.�� I use the word suggests very deliberately, for when scholars 
look at the effects of religion with “other things being equal,” it is obvious 
that other things are not entirely equal. after all, people who take religion 
seriously are likely to differ from those who do not in some important but 
unmeasured way. We cannot fully control for unmeasured difference by 
statistical manipulations. It would be nice to assign religious beliefs to a 
random sample of people and then observe their effects, but happily that 
is impossible.

nevertheless, there are many studies that find these religious effects 
independently of the sex, age, race, and income of people, and so together 
they create an important argument that ought to be taken seriously. In 
1998, a review of several dozen studies of religion and health concluded 
that “religious commitment may play a beneficial role in preventing men-
tal and physical illness, improving how people cope with mental and phys-
ical illness, and facilitating recovery for illness.”��

In 1979–1980, a survey was conducted by the national Bureau of eco-
nomic research among black males ages sixteen to twenty-four living in 
the poorest neighborhoods of Boston, chicago, and Philadelphia. reli-
giosity was measured by statements about the strength of religion in the 
lives of respondents and the frequency of attending church. crime was 
measured by whether respondents said that they had committed any of 
several illegal acts in the past year. scholars have found an association be-
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tween low levels of delinquency and religiosity after controlling for other 
factors, such as age, education, gang membership, or living in public hous-
ing or with a single parent.��

essentially, the same findings emerge from a study that uses a different 
source of data (black respondents in the national Youth survey) and takes 
into account the level of neighborhood disorder on crime. crime rates 
are lower when the respondents attend church frequently, and church at-
tendance tends to immunize people from the hostile effects of disorderly 
neighborhoods, and these effects exist even after controlling for sex, age, 
single-parent families, and links to deviant peers.�0

There is also evidence of an association between religious affiliation 
and the extent to which women cohabit rather than marry: the least re-
ligious are more likely to cohabit; the most religious are more likely to 
marry. similar findings suggest that suicide rates, alcoholism, and drug 
abuse are less common among religious than among nonreligious people.�� 
comparable findings have been produced for marital happiness, low rates 
of illegitimacy, and the absence of depression.

Deeply religious people contribute more to charity in this country 
than do secular people, even after controlling for differences and partisan-
ship. religious liberals give much more to charity than do secular liberals, 
and religious conservatives give much more than do secular ones. more-
over, this higher charitable giving among religious people is not confined 
to religious recipients: religious people give more than secular ones to 
nonreligious causes.��
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all of these arguments have to be placed into context. There are many 
nonreligious people who are healthy, happy, free of alcohol or drug abuse, 
not likely to kill themselves, and philanthropic to a fault. But among 
people at risk for these problems because they are poor or live in bad 
neighborhoods, religion may buffer the otherwise harmful effects of their 
environment.

This is a hard argument to sustain before an academic audience be-
cause many professors and intellectuals are the creatures of detached rea-
son for whom religion is a sign of personal failure, low self-esteem, or pure 
ignorance. The chasm of repugnance and dislike that separates americans 
who are secular from those who are religious is a great pity. Professor Wil-
liam J. stuntz of the Harvard Law school has tried to bridge that chasm: 
He describes himself as an evangelical Protestant who works at a secular 
university. He is a red-state voter at a Blue-state university. He has fret-
ted in an important essay about how much each side has to learn from 
the other. Both sides—those in churches and those teaching at universi-
ties—struggle to understand difficult texts, worry about important ideas, 
and share a concern for helping the poor. Instead, each side is preoccupied 
with abortion and views the other with deep suspicion. Professor stuntz 
recounts the remarks of a faculty colleague who said he was the first chris-
tian he had ever met who was not stupid and a member of stuntz’s church 
who thought that being a christian lawyer was like being a christian pros-
titute.��

our shared obligations
Both sides could use a bit more humility. evangelical christians often for-
get that it was the enlightenment and its commitment to scientific learn-
ing that helped create a prosperous modern world, while secular professors 
seem to ignore the unease and uncertainty that necessarily afflict everyone 
who wishes to understand the human condition.

religion in the united states exists because the united states is free. 
countries that were never free or that retained a state-controlled church 
are not religious either because religion, and the deep human yearnings 
that sustain religion, was never allowed to be expressed or because the 
state has made religion a divisive matter about which the people vote.

as alan Wolfe has made clear, american democracy has shaped amer-
ican religion just as much as religion has influenced our democracy. It is 
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easy to overlook this mutual effect. Liberals often wrongly think that what 
religious people say about their beliefs is an accurate guide to how in fact 
they behave, just as religious people sometimes think that secular people 
must lead lives of unrestrained dissipation.�� neither view is correct. Both 
sides have come to share in the american political ethos with its commit-
ment to toleration and moderation.

In the united states, a weak central government and a proliferation of 
diverse and independent local governments have produced a condition, as 
Tocqueville said 170 years ago, in which public action requires the mobi-
lization of private motives. In europe where any public action is govern-
ment action, private motives are less important. In america where a legacy 
of personal freedom has made private motives very important, for many 
people religion supplies those motives.

apart from whatever beneficial effects religion may have on health 
or happiness, american preoccupation with religion, especially since the 
emergence of the so-called christian right, has helped improve the level 
of political participation. The organization of countless religious sects 
that are both self-governing and required to compete for members in a 
theological free market has engaged many people in a world that endorses 
democratic rule. By various lectures, essays, advertisements, and govern-
ment programs they seek to encourage participation, but what they en-
courage the most, especially among people who are not well off, are those 
religious beliefs with which they have been imbued.

The country today is more divided by religion than by income, and 
often that division is passionate. But the legacy of america is that we must 
live together; we must, in the words of one columnist, recognize that “there 
is no one vocabulary we can use to settle great issues.”�� some religious 
conservatives demand that we replace teaching evolution with teaching 
creationism, or its latest substitute, “intelligent design.” some secular lib-
erals want to defy the laws of the state of california and authorize gay mar-
riages. one can support a student having choices about what to study or a 
law authorizing gay civil unions, but the passions that are aroused by pre-
mature efforts to impose one view or the other without following the due 
process of the law are harmful. even worse is the tendency of the mass me-
dia to say that rallying to support Terri schiavo or defending heterosexual 
marriage will “ignite a culture war,” whereas violating state law on behalf of 
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a secular goal is only an affirmation of human rights. There is a culture war, 
but unfortunately our press informs us about only one side of it.

If the left wing of the Democratic Party is to become once again a 
 national rather than a regional organization, it must enter into a new dia-
logue with faith communities. This means discussing, not simply defend-
ing, abortion and embracing a commitment to life that extends beyond 
opposition to the death penalty so that the commitment includes people 
in a persistent vegetative state. It means taking seriously not only gender 
but also obscenity, not only racial diversity but also black crime, not only 
gay marriage but marriage generally, not only barriers to the advancement 
of women but also differences between women and men. If the right wing 
of the republican Party wishes to remain a national party, its support-
ers cannot attack abortion doctors, use legislative fiat to usurp scientific 
knowledge, or say that judges must be held accountable for doing what an 
independent judiciary is supposed to do.

The effect of religion on political polarization in america is unmistak-
able. religious conservatives have become an influential part of the re-
publican Party and secular liberals an important part of the Democratic 
Party. Polarization, thus, reflects more than merely preferences; it em-
braces deeply held beliefs. That division is worrisome because it reawakens 
in the united states a deep tension that we can observe in many earlier 
 periods, such as when hostility to catholics and Jews was politically salient. 
 after the second World War, we largely overcame that tension. The great 
strength of this country is that we have learned to live together despite 
our deepest passions. now our passions are once again dividing us. Yale 
Law school professor stephen L. carter highlighted the problem when 
he described two black evangelical women who left the Democratic Party 
and embraced conservative christian organizations because, as carter 
put it, “they preferred a place that honored their faith and disdained their 
politics over a place that honored their politics and disdained their faith.” 
alan Wolfe, who unlike carter is not a religious man, makes much the 
same point: “americans love God and democracy and see no contradic-
tion between the two. . . .  [B]elievers are full citizens of the united states, 
and it is time to make peace between them and the rest of america.”��
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